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Abstract: This study aimed to develop functional emul-
sions with dietary fibre/proteins and to examine the role
of interfacial rheological properties on the emulsion sta-
bility. Emulsions with inulin and various animal/vegetable
proteins were prepared, and their emulsifying and inter-
facial rheological properties were appraised for their
possible applications in stabilizing oil-in-water emul-
sions. Interfacial measurements including the frequency,
time and strain sweep test were determined depending on
the protein differences. The results revealed that the
adsorption behaviour of proteins at the two interfaces was
quite different. The apparent viscosity (η50) of the emul-
sions ranged between 0.006 and 0.037 Pa s. The highest
interfacial viscosity (ηi) values at low shear rates were
determined in the mixture of egg protein-inulin at the
oil/water interface. In particular, the interfacial proper-
ties of egg protein were not similar to those of other pro-
teins. This study indicated that interfacial rheological
properties and emulsifying properties of the proteins
were influenced by the presence of inulin which contrib-
utes to the existing body of knowledge on the preparation
of the prebiotic emulsions with proteins.

Keywords: colloid; emulsion; interfacial rheology; inulin;
protein.

1 Introduction

Based on consumer demands, proteins are gaining inter-
est in food industries as they are considered as sources
of natural emulsifiers and effectivity in stabilizing emul-
sions by successfully decreasing interfacial tension [1].
Absorbed proteins at the oil/water (O/W) interface could
form a viscoelastic film thanks to the coexistence of
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids in their
structures [2]. Furthermore, proteins are important for
food production. First, proteins are considered as the
main sources of essential amino acids and the proteins
function as stabilizers for food systems involving foams
and emulsions [3]. Proteins can change the rheology of the
aqueous phase and the interfacial properties that contribute
to colloid-chemical stability considered in this second
function [4]. Since proteins are effective absorbers at the
interfaces, they tend to act as emulsifiers.

Inulin viewed as a valuable food ingredient given its
major health benefits and its non-digestible prebiotic
structure [5, 6]. Inulin, consisting of prebiotic dietary
fibre and carbohydrate-based fat substitute, is utilized in
numerous food product formulations because of its high
water-holding capacity. Inulin also offers a unique com-
bination of important technological and health benefits
[7]. Moreover, it significantly affects the physicochemical
properties, stability and especially rheological and
textural structure of the food products by interacting with
other food components such as water, protein and fat.
Since inulin shows diverse interactions such as hydrogen
and disulphide bonding, hydrophobic and electrostatic
interactions [8] and van der Waals interactions [9] with
various proteins, it is necessary to determine the appro-
priate type of protein in the food product formulations. It
is quite critical to determine the rheological properties at
the interface, to provide the correct interactions and to
reflect the results on food formulations in terms of food
prescription costs, shelf life, product quality and stability.

Food components might interact with each other
during processing. These interactions could change the
bioavailability of nutrients, the flavour or texture of the
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product [10]. Moreover, biopolymers are widely utilized
in food processing as they provide food products with
desirable structure. An increase in emulsion stability of
protein-polysaccharide complexes can be attributed to
electrostatic interactions in their structures [11]. The
controlled use of protein-polysaccharide mixtures con-
tributes to emulsion stability and prevents phase sepa-
ration during the shelf-life [11]. When thoroughly mixed
with water, a gel-like structure with insoluble crystals is
formed [7]. Structural properties of inulin-based particles
are similar to those of oil droplets in oil-in-water emul-
sions [12]. Inulin gels are formed by bonding
microcrystals to form water-retaining networks [13].
Inulin has been used as fat replacer in low-or zero-fat
food products, which also indicates that rheological
properties of the food products are similar to oil crystals
in the oil [14]. Inulin gel with its three-dimensional gel
network is made up of insoluble sub-micron crystalline
inulin particles capable of immobilizing water mole-
cules. This mechanism is similar to oil structuring in
oil-in-water emulsions [15]. And thus, promotes the
water-holding capacity of the emulsion-based food
products. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the
adsorption behaviour of proteins and inulin at oil/water
interfaces and the effects on the emulsifying activity of
proteins. Of the fundamental functions of emulsifiers is to
assist the process of stabilization that delays the coales-
cence of the droplets once they are formed. One of the
mechanisms is that due to the presence of emulsifiers in
the interface, the gradients in the interface tension can
arise which enable the interface to resist tangential
stresses in adjacent flowing liquids [16].

As direct means to quantify steady and dynamic
interfacial properties of adsorbed layers of dietary fibre
and protein with different structural stability may shed
light on the relationship between dietary fibre-protein
interactions and their role in emulsification. Protein
adsorption at interfaces is a problematic phenomenon for
food processing. Since, a viscoelastic multilayer is formed
by protein adsorption to the oil/water interface. Due to the
flexibility and aggregation of proteins. Moreover, this
protein adsorption can not only reduce the stability of the
protein, as well as the therapeutic efficacy, but also can
reduce the stability of the protein [17]. Interfacial rheological
interactions of proteins with other food ingredients are of
great interest due to their stable emulsifying properties and
the advantage of cost-effectiveness. The interactional pro-
cess between protein-polysaccharidemolecules is known to
be complex which makes it difficult to determine the sig-
nificant protein attributes at the interfaces. Besides, there is
still anurgentneed to offer a versatilemodel for proteins and

dietary fibre that could predict their interfacial behaviours,
including rapid expansion under separation conditions.
Therefore, the major objective of this study is to contribute
to the existing literature providing a comprehensive and
systematic investigation of dynamic behaviours of proteins
anddietaryfibre. Second, this study intends to gain in-depth
understandings of the role of proteins-inulin in emulsion
preparation and subsequent stabilization of these model
systems.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Four different types of protein including gelatin (protein content
57.7%), pea (protein content 12.9%), whey (protein content 18.43%)
and egg protein (protein content 48.0%) were used. To investigate
the effect of protein types on the emulsification and rheological
properties, emulsions were prepared with a control sample con-
taining only inulin. Protein ratios were adjusted to be the same in the
final product to enable objective comparison of emulsions. All the
proteins used in this study was obtained from Alfasol, Istanbul,
Türkiye. Inulin as dietary fibre was obtained from Orafti Food
Ingredients (High-Performance Inulin HP, Belgium) while the sun-
flower oil used to form the oil phase of the emulsions and interface for
oil/water was obtained from a local market.

2.2 Measurement of emulsifying properties

The emulsion activity index (EAI) and emulsion stability index (ESI)
of the emulsion were determined with the spectrophotometric method
of Manoi and Rizvi [18]. For the analysis of creaming index, 10 mL of
emulsion was filled into a test tube (1.5 cm inner diameter × 12 cm
height) and was monitored 14 days and the height of serum layer was
recorded on the 1st, 7th and 14th day of the storage [19].

2.3 Measurements of rheological properties

Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared with inulin and proteins
(0.5–0.5%, w/w) using a high-speed mixer (IKA, T25, Germany) at
9000 rpm for 5 min. Rheological measurements were conducted on
emulsions with steady and dynamic rheological properties. The
steady shear rheological measurements of emulsions were per-
formed by a Peltier temperature-controlled rheometer (Thermo-
HAAKE, Mars III, Karlsruhe, Germany) with plate-plate geometry.
The flow behaviour index (n) and consistency coefficient (K ) values
were obtained from Ostwald de Waele model. The frequency sweep
test was carried in the range of 0.1–10 Hz in the linear viscoelastic
region at 25 °C.

2.4 Measurement of interfacial rheological properties

The interfacial rheological properties of emulsions were performed
with the rheometer (Thermo-HAAKE, Mars III, Karlsruhe, Germany)
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via a BiCone probe (BC 68/5Ti). Prior to interfacialmeasurements, the
aqueous phase (containing 0.5–0.5% inulin/protein) with high
density was filled up to the specified line determine the gap height
after performing probe and micro stress calibrations. The sunflower
oil was carefully added on top of the aqueous phase (Figure 1).
Dynamic shear interfacial rheology analyses were carried out with
different tests including time sweep, strain sweep and frequency
sweep tests. Dynamic time sweep tests were conducted with a strain
amplitude of γ = 0.1% and angular frequency ofω = 1 rad s−1 for 1 h at
25 °C. Dynamic frequency sweep tests were performed in the range
of ω = 0.1–10 rad s−1 and strain amplitude of γ= 0.1% in a linear
region. Dynamic strain sweep tests were conducted in the range of
γ = 0.01–100% and ω = 1 rad s−1.

2.5 Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis of the data, SPSS Statistics 17.0 package
program was employed. A significance level of 95% or p ≤ 0.05 was
used to interpret the statistical differences between the samples.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Emulsifying properties of emulsions

The emulsifying properties of inulin and proteins were
determined with the creaming index, ESI and EAI. Figure 2
indicated the creaming index of emulsion samples. Visual
examination of the emulsion after seven and 14 days stored
at 4 °C and on the day of 14, the height of serum layers and
emulsion were recorded to calculate the creaming index
(Figures 2 and 3). The most drastic change for creaming
index value was observed in the control sample emulsion
while the minimal difference was recorded in gelatine-
stabilized samples at the end of the 14 days. It was also
obvious n Figure 2 that the creaming index value of the
control sample was higher than that of other emulsions
containing various proteins. Therefore, it would not be
wrong to assume that the proteins in the emulsions had a
positive impact on the stability of the emulsions.

Furthermore, proteins would prevent the creaming
throughout the shelf life. Food emulsions tend to be
destabilized and after sufficient time, the two phases will
collapse as food emulsions attempt to minimize the con-
tact area [20]. In the relevant literature, some scholars
have used emulsion stability to measure the degree of
creaming in an emulsion [21]. Creaming occurs due to the
difference in density between the two phases under the
effect of gravity [22]. Creaming index related with emul-
sion stability and help to predict the degree of droplet in
an emulsion [23]. In this regard, it can be concluded that if
the creaming index is lower, the emulsion is more stable
to phase separation throughout the shelf life. Thus, it may
be assumed that the gelatine was found to be more
effective when preparing stable emulsions with inulin
considering the shelf life and phase and/or gravitational
separation. The prepared protein-stabilized emulsions
subjected to quantitative analysis with the ESI measure-
ment, which givesmore insight on the emulsifier ability to
prevent droplets from aggregating over time. Thus, a
higher emulsion stability index value indicates a lesser
degree of phase separation [24]. As illustrated in
Figure 4, ESI of samples prepared with pea protein was
25.03 ± 0.75 h and slightly increased with the usage of
gelatine in the formulation to the 28.87 ± 1.88 h. Gener-
ally, the emulsifying characteristics of different origin
proteins are distinct due to structural features of the
protein that can stabilize an emulsion by forming a thin
layer adsorbed at the oil-water interface. It ensures
emulsions stability against flocculation and coalescence
via covalent bonding [25]. It was found that the variation in
the origin of protein affected the ESI of the emulsion and the
maximum stability was achieved by the gelatine-inulin sta-
bilized emulsions in terms of ESI. This result could be
attributable to the differences in tension between oil/water
interface and inulin-gelatine interaction. Since the different
influences which affect the emulsion stability such as

Figure 1: The schematic representation of the interfacial rheology
experiment.

Figure 2: The creaming index values of emulsion samples. G,
gelatine; W, whey protein; E, egg protein; P, pea protein; C, control.
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particle size distributions, protein-polysaccharide interac-
tion, rheological properties, flocculation and interfacial
tension [26], the ESI analysis was conducted. As a result of
ESI analysis, it was revealed that protein-polysaccharide
interaction may also affect emulsifying properties of emul-
sions. Similar conclusions have been reported in previous
studies. The emulsifying characteristics of sugar beet pectin
[27] and corn fibre gum [28] are improved with protein by
covalent bonding. The value of interfacial area per gram of

emulsifier was calculated by the emulsion activity index
(EAI). The development of the emulsifier activity index by
Pearce and Kinsella [29] was a useful step in the science of
comparing and evaluating emulsifiers. Figure 4 showed the
effect of different originated protein on the EAI values of
emulsion samples. The maximum value for EAI (16.66 ±
0.47 g/m2) occurred in gelatine stabilized protein while the
minimum value (4.26 ± 0.45 g/m2) appeared at the pea pro-
tein stabilized emulsion at the beginning of the analysis. The

Figure 3: Images of creaming index analysis. (A) 1st day, (B) 14th day of protein samples and (C) 1st and 14th day of control samples.

Figure 4: EAI and ESI values of protein-stabilized emulsions. G, gelatine; W, whey protein; E, egg protein; P, pea protein.
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EAI values of the emulsion samples stabilized with different
proteins and inulin during the whole analyses procedure (0,
1, 24 h) were statistically different (p < 0.05). EAI of the
gelatine stabilized emulsion was relatively higher than
others. Thismaybe due to the solubility of gelatine. Because,
in general, the peptides or proteins with higher solubility
exhibits greater values for EAI [30]. Combined with the ESI,
the EAI also showed higher performance when the ESI was
relatively high, throughout the analysis. A similar result has
also been reported in a previous study [31]. Moreover, the
differences between thefirst and last values ofEAI calculated
at the 0 and 24 h were lower as compared to other samples.
This is because of the effect of oil/protein ratio, surface and
structure hydrophobicity of the protein, which are the major
parameters influencing the emulsifying properties [25].
Therefore, it might be concluded that the gelatine stabilized
emulsion will be more stable throughout the shelf life.

3.2 Rheological properties

3.2.1 Steady shear rheological properties

Figure 5 showed the effect of protein differentiation on the
apparent viscosity of inulin-protein stabilized emulsions
measured at 25 °C. The increasing shear rate values led to a
decrease in apparent viscosity values of the emulsions, this
results indicated shear thinning flow behaviour [32]. This
was consistent with a previous study in which the shear
thinning behaviour was reported for the emulsions and
was stated that thinning behaviourwas associatedwith the
incorporation of oil droplets [24]. This conclusion generally

the case with the coalesced emulsions or those to which a
thickener was added [24]. Also, in the whole shear rate
range, all protein stabilized emulsions and control sample
exhibited pseudoplastic flow behaviour, indicating that
the associated droplets are agglomerated in the emulsions
[33]. The lowest apparent viscosity value was recorded in
control sample. Furthermore, emulsions prepared with
whey protein had lower viscosity compared to the other
protein containing emulsions and the differences between
the viscosity of the emulsions were statistically significant
(p < 0.05). The reason for the variation on the viscosities
of the emulsions may be related to the interfacial area,
protein-inulin interactions or coverage and the surface
hydrophobicity of the used protein. On the other hand, as
the shear rate increases sufficiently to overcome the
Brownian motion, the emulsion droplets become more
uniformalongwith theflowarea and exhibit less resistance
to flow and therefore lower viscosity [34]. Moreover, with
increasing shear rate, emulsion droplets and polymer
chains are further aligned along the flow direction, which
reduces resistance to flow, is observed as a lower viscosity
[35]. The apparent viscosity (η50) of the emulsions ranges
between 0.006 and 0.037 Pa s and the maximum value
was observed in the egg protein stabilized the emulsion.
The differentiation in protein type was affected by the
apparent viscosity due to their characteristic nature. The
results of the apparent viscosity are consistent with
the emulsifying properties of emulsions. These findings
indicated that the flocculation could attenuate the emul-
sion flow by resistance force between the particles and
thereby increase the viscosity of the emulsions [35]. The
shear stress exhibited a dependence on the shear rate for

Figure 5: The effect of different protein on the apparent viscosity of emulsions. G, gelatine; W, whey protein; E, egg protein; P, pea protein; C,
control.
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the ranges of the shear rate used in the study. Power Law
model has defined the flow curves and the parameters were
illustrated in Table 1. The power-law model provided a
good fit for experimental data (R2 >0.989). It can be inferred
that the egg and pea-protein-stabilized emulsions behaved
like a near-Newtonian fluid. The flow behaviour index
and consistency index are parameters that represents the
internal structure of the foods [36]. The variations in pro-
tein type had a significant effect on the flow behaviour
index. The flow behaviour index (n) of emulsions was
approximately ranged between 0.8 and 1.2. The consis-
tency coefficient (K ) values which are the indicator of
viscous nature of emulsion [37] was recorded to increase
from 0.004 Pa sn to 0.088 Pa sn with the addition of whey
protein and egg protein to the formulation, respectively
(Table 1). When the result of K values of was associated
with the emulsifying properties of emulsion, it may not be
wrong to suggest that the formation of non-spherical ag-
gregations stems from coalescence increased apparent
dispersed phase, both factors contribute to increasing in
emulsion consistency [38]. Furthermore, the interface
membrane has natural viscoelasticity andmay explain this
condition in the interface [39]. Membrane formed around
oil droplets can be caused by egg protein. Since this
membrane delays the permeability of the tangential shear
stress from the continuous phase to the droplets, it pre-
vents the flow of liquid within the droplet [40].

3.2.2 Dynamic oscillatory shear test

In order to measure the frequency dependence of the
storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G″), the dynamic
frequency sweep tests were conducted in the linear visco-
elastic region. The dynamic rheological measurement of G′
and G″ indicates whether the emulsion system is weakly or
strongly flocculated [41]. Figure 6 depicted the mechanical

spectra of control sample and different protein-stabilized
emulsions to describe the viscoelastic behaviour at 25 °C.
The magnitudes of both the loss and storage modulus of
gelatine and whey protein stabilized emulsion increased
with frequency and were almost frequency-dependent.
Both G′ and G″ values of pea protein stabilized emulsion
was decreased with the increasing frequency range. Most
of the previous studies on the frequency dependence
revealed that the G″ value was over G′, which indicates the
emulsions behaved liquid-like. According to the Steffe [42],
this behaviour concerns with the characteristics of visco-
elastic fluids. When G″ is much higher than G′ at low fre-
quencies, the energy is dispersed viscously that used to
deform the material and the sample behaviour shows
liquid-like property [43] due to hydrophilic properties
polysaccharides which are not surface active [44]. Given
the results of the oscillatory rheological measurements of
storage and loss modulus, it was demonstrated that the
addition of inulin as a polysaccharide to the emulsion
formulation affected the viscoelastic characteristic of the
system. The polysaccharides addition to the emulsion
system can alter the rheological behaviour of emulsions
and greatly impacts on protein absorption at the interface
[45]. The addition of polysaccharides to the medium
promotes the concentration of whey proteins and then
affects the gel formation process [46]. In other words,
polysaccharides could change the modify the gelling
properties of whey protein. It is important to note that the
interaction between the two biopolymers accelerates the
gelation process by reducing the protein concentration
during gel formation process [47].

3.3 Interfacial rheological properties

The interaction between the different types of protein
with inulin leads to the formation of protein/poly-
saccharide complexes in the bulk aqueous phase. The
protein-polysaccharide interaction different from the bulk
solution at the interface results from the conformation of
the proteins at the interface [48]. Surface stabilization is
achieved through polysaccharide/protein combination at
fluid interfaces [44]. In fact, the stability is formed through
the polysaccharide-protein interaction at their interfaces.
Food polysaccharides reduce the thinning behaviour of
films by increasing the thickness of the protein layer and
controlling the rheology of the aqueous phase. Thus, sur-
face layer stability is greatly enhanced in the presence of
protein-polysaccharide at the interface [48]. Interfacial
rheological measurements were performed at the interface
and were prepared with inulin dietary fibre together with

Table : The rheological properties of prepared emulsions.

Samples Consistency coef-
ficient K (Pa sn)

Flow behavior
index (n)

Apparent viscos-
ity/n (Pa s)

Gelatin . ± .c,d
. ± .a

. ± .c

Whey
protein

. ± .d
. ± .a

. ± .c,d

Egg
protein

. ± .a
. ± .b

. ± .a

Pea
protein

. ± .b
. ± .b

. ± .b

Control . ± .c
. ± .b

. ± .d

Letters in the same column show the differences between the groups
(p < .) mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure 6: The mechanical spectra of emulsions at increasing frequency level. G, gelatine; W, whey protein; E, egg protein; P, pea protein; C,
control.

Figure 7: Steady interfacial properties of protein-inulin interactions. G, gelatine; W, whey protein; E, egg protein; P, pea protein; C, control.
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four varieties of different proteins. The results of steady
interfacial tests were illustrated in Figure 7. The lowest
viscosity value was obtained in the gelatine-inulin mixture
by increasing the shear rate. The highest interfacial vis-
cosity (ηi) values at low shear rates were determined in the
mixture of egg protein inulin at oil/water interface. While
the whey protein-inulin mixture tends to decrease after
the increase in ηi, interfacial viscosity of the control sam-
ple, pea protein-inulin and gelatine-inulin samples were
increased with the increasing shear rate. The interfacial
viscosity values of the samples and changing led by the
different in shear rate as a result of the interaction of
different proteins with inulin. Adsorption of proteins at the
interface is a complex process which is also evidenced by
diverse properties of proteins such as hydrophobicity,
charge, molecular weight and secondary structure [49]. A

high-molecular-weight polysaccharide has a large impact
on not only the increase of the viscosity but also the bal-
ance at the interface [48].

The strain sweep test was performed for the structural
fracture mechanism in the adsorption layer. Interfacial
storage modulus (Gᵢ′) and interfacial loss modulus (Gᵢ″)
values of the samples were determined at strain amplitude
range of γ = 0.01–100% and the results were illustrated in
Figure 8. Protein adsorption shows viscoelastic multilayer
property formed as a result of the flexibility and aggrega-
tion property of proteins at the oil-water interface. How-
ever, the protein-inulin association at the interface may
alter this effect. Gᵢ′ showed a tendency to decrease in all
protein-inulin interaction systems at oil/water interface.
The loss modulus value decreased in egg protein-inulin
interface, while the other samples increased against the
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strain amplitude. The loss modulus values were found to
be higher than the storage modulus. This result indicated
that the interfacial layers behaved as fluid-like.

In the presence of protein and inulin, the interfacial
time sweep test was performed at 3600 s at the oil-water
interface. Interfacial storage modulus (Gᵢ′) and interfacial
loss modulus (Gᵢ″) values were measured as shown in
Figure 9. While Gᵢ′ and Gᵢ″ values of egg at protein-inulin
mixture interface increased, other protein inulin mixtures
showed a constant trend in time. An increase in the inter-
facial loss modulus was measured because of the forma-
tion of inter-protein linkages by hydrophobic interactions
and probably included the formation of multiple layers
during adsorption [50]. The lowest interfacial storage and
loss modulus were specified for the interface of pea

protein-inulin mixture. Gᵢ″ was larger than Gᵢ′ for protein
inulin mixture except for egg protein, indicating that the
loss modulus dominated the adsorbed layer. Accordingly,
Felix, Romero [51] demonstrated that Gᵢ″ and Gᵢ′ values of
Faba bean protein increased with time at oil-water inter-
face. Therewithal, in another study, it was stated that the
β-casein behaved as fluid-like at the hexadecane-water
interface [50]. Time sweep experiments are predictive for
protein adsorption at the interface [52]. The interfacial
viscoelasticity is formed in the time sweep tests in three
ways. First, there is a surface-active diffusion from the bulk
phase, while the second step is unfolding and adsorption,
and finally network is formed due to the association of the
molecules [53]. The elastic modulus shows a monotonous
shot in systems containing pure protein [54]. On the
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Figure 11: Frequency sweep dynamic interfacial properties of protein-inulin interactions for Gᵢ′ and Gᵢ″. G, gelatine; W, whey protein; E, egg
protein; P, pea protein; C, control.
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other hand, in complex systems like food emulsions, the
increases might occur as a function of time [53].

Interfacial complex viscosity (ηᵢ*) and tan(δ) values
are indicators of time sweep dynamic properties was
shown in Figure 10. When the value of tan(δ) was exam-
ined, it can be seen that tan(δ) decrease against time in all
protein-inulin mixtures. Stabilization is affected by
adsorption rate in protein stabilized emulsions and
generally, the adsorption rate is generally estimated based
on hydrophobicity [55].

Frequency sweep tests were conducted at γ = 0.1% at
25 °C at the frequency range of 0.1–10 rad s−1, and the
results were presented in Figures 11 and 12. Furthermore,
the Gi′ and Gi″ values were frequency dependent. It was
observed that all samples showed increasing storage and

loss modulus values with the increasing frequency
values, except the media prepared with egg protein. The
Gᵢ″ was larger than Gᵢ′ throughout the experiment with
frequency change. The results were in agreement with
Felix, Romero’s [51] study. They found that loss modulus
of Faba bean protein was larger than storage modulus as
well as the Gᵢ′ and Gᵢ″ values raised by increasing fre-
quency values at the oil-water interface. While the ηᵢ*
measurement results were evaluated, a decrease with
increasing frequency was observed. Moreover, the tan(δ)
value of egg protein-inulin mixture increased before
about 5 rad/s then decreased. This results were in line
with another study in which the protein layer turned into
the viscoelastic structure as a result of pectin and protein
interactions containing emulsions at the interface [48].
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Figure 12: Frequency sweepdynamic interfacial properties of protein-inulin interactions for ηᵢ* and tan(δ). G, gelatine;W,whey protein; E, egg
protein; P, pea protein; C, control.
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4 Conclusions

The present work indicated that the interfacial, dynamic
and steady rheological properties along with the emulsi-
fying properties of protein-stabilized emulsions were
affected by the different types of proteins with inulin
in the formulation. The existence of inulin in oil-in-water
emulsions containing food protein modified their
physical-emulsifying characteristics. Thickening effect of
polysaccharide in aqueous phase and inulin-protein
interaction at the interface are the parameters that affect
this results respectively. Inulin is used as a prebiotic in
commercial foods products. However, the results sup-
ported the use of inulin in food emulsions, highlighting the
importance of the interactions with the used protein and its
role as a thickener. Overall, the results of this study un-
derpins the significance of determining the interfacial
characteristics of protein-stabilized emulsions because
they can be used to predict the stability of emulsion
throughout the shelf-life and to gain a deeper under-
standing on the effects of the dietary fibre fortification on
the emulsion efficiency in food products. The findings are
of great importance in understanding the stability and
behaviour of protein-stabilized emulsions and in the
improvement of gelled emulsions with potential use as a
carrier system for active lipid-soluble components. In our
follow-up research, we hope to preparemultiple emulsions
and analyse in order to determine whether the protein-
inulin interaction might affect the interfacial and emulsi-
fying properties when the second interface is present.
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